Abstract-The rapid development of computers and increasing amount of collected data made data mining a popular analysis tool. Data mining research is interrelated to many fields and one of the most important ones is bioinformatics. Among many techniques, mining association rules or frequent patterns is one of the most studied techniques in computer science and it is applicable to bioinformatics. Association analysis of gene expressions may be used as decision support mechanism for finding genes that are in same pathway. In this work, publicly available yeast microarray data has been analyzed using an efficient frequent pattern mining algorithm Matrix Apriori and frequently co-over-expressed genes have been identified.
INTRODUCTION
The process of discovering knowledge or patterns from massive amounts of data is defined as data mining [1] . In last decades data mining has become a popular research area in computer science and also it is applied to many problems in other disciplines. With the increasing power of computers, data mining applications became capable of handling huge amount of data and this attracted people in many disciplines as well as bioinformatics. Classification, clustering and association rule or frequent pattern mining are three main types of data mining techniques [2] .
Association analysis is studied by many computer scientists and applied to many fields. It came into prominence by the help of barcode technology which resulted construction of transactional databases in markets. Later it was thought that it would be beneficial to find frequently purchased items in the markets in order to increase sales. In [3] , association rule mining was introduced as a new data mining technique which could be used for market basket analysis. Association rule mining, searches for items frequently purchased together when the market domain is considered. For instance, through frequent pattern mining, it can be found that sugar and tea are purchased together frequently. Placing these items closer or going on a discount may increase sales. Mining frequent patterns is used in many applications, however, it is not that much applied to bioinformatics.
Microarray is an effective technique used in molecular biology to analyze gene expression in different conditions such as control versus drug treatment or healthy versus disease conditions in many organisms. Huge amount of data has been generated already and it is difficult to handle such large amount of data for analysis. Mining frequent patterns in gene expression data seems applicable and may help bioinformatics researchers. In the gene expression analysis context, we are looking for which genes are frequently expressed together in different experiment conditions. This will lead us to knowledge of genes that are expressed association in defined conditions hereby this will facilitate the molecular biologists to define components of biological pathways with further studies.
In this study we applied a frequent pattern mining algorithm to a DNA microarray gene expression dataset. A publicly available dataset of "saccharomyces cerevisiae" [4] is used. To apply frequent pattern mining, firstly, gene expression data will be transformed into transactional dataset like market basket datasets [5] . Over-expressed genes will be considered as purchased items and experiment conditions as transactions. After transformation, frequent pattern mining algorithm will be applied on this generated transactional dataset. At last, we will gain the knowledge to help us determine the possible interactions between different genes. For our study we used Matrix Apriori algorithm [6] for mining frequent patterns.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Next section introduces DNA microarray and how it is obtained. Following that in section 3, frequent pattern mining and Matrix Apriori algorithm are explained with examples. In section 4, results of case study is given and at last paper is concluded.
II. DNA MICROARRAY DNA microarray technology is an advanced technique to study gene expression in different conditions like drug treatment versus control or healthy versus disease conditions. DNA microarray technology is based on hybridization of DNA or oligonucleotide probes which represent specific genes with fluorescently or chemiluminescence-labeled DNA or cDNA fragments. Tens of thousands of DNA or oligonucleotide probes covalently bound to glass, silicone chips or microscopic beads to form DNA micro arrays in a precise and known pattern and representing thousands of genes in the genome [7] .
Microarray technique is simply depicted in Fig. 1 . mRNA is isolated from organism of interest in control and test conditions than mRNA is converted to cDNA with reverse transcription reaction than, cDNA samples from control and test conditions labeled with different florescent tags. The two pools of labeled cDNA are mixed and hybridized to the DNA microarray containing a full set of tens of thousands of DNA sequences based on genomic or complimentary DNA (cDNA) sequences after hybridization, the chip is washed. Finally, the microarray array is scanned using a specialized fluorimager, and the color and intensity of each spot is determined. According to the colors and intensities of each spot expression levels of genes can be calculated by contrasting control versus treatment arrays [8] . As a result of a microarray experiment, datasets containing long lists of measurements of spot intensities and intensity ratios which are generated either by pair wise comparison of two samples or by comparing several samples to a common control are generated. Differentially expressed genes or co-regulated genes with related function can be identified by analyzing the generated dataset with some complicated softwares [9] . 
III. FREQUENT PATTERN MINING
Frequent pattern or itemset mining is simply finding which things go together. It is the most important and time consuming part of association rule mining. Researchers are focused on efficiently finding frequent itemsets such that frequent pattern mining and frequent itemset mining began to be used as synonym of association rule mining. Association rule mining was firstly introduced in [3] and it is one of the most important and well defined techniques of data mining. Aim of association rule mining is to extract interesting correlations, frequent patterns, associations or casual structures among sets of items in the transactional databases or other data repositories [10] . If you consider market basket data, the purchasing of one product(X) while another product(Y) is purchased represents an association rule [11] and is displayed as X→Y. Association rule mining process consists of two steps: finding frequent itemsets and generating association rules. The rules are generated from frequent itemsets. An itemset is a set of items in the database. A frequent itemset is one of which support value (percentage of transactions in the database that contain both X and Y) is above the threshold defined as minimum support. The main concentration of most association rule mining algorithms is to find frequent item-sets in an efficient way to reduce the overall cost of the process.
A. Matrix Apriori Algorithm
After introduction of association rules, Apriori algorithm proposed in [12] and it happened to be one of the most popular frequent pattern mining algorithms. In spite of its popularity it has a bottleneck of multiple database scans for generation and testing of candidate patterns. FP-Growth algorithm [13] is alternative to Apriori since it finds frequent patterns without candidate generation. Another efficient algorithm without candidate generation is Matrix Apriori algorithm [6] . It was shown to perform better than FP-Growth in [14] . It uses a compact data structure representing the original database. Data structure build for Matrix Apriori is a matrix representing frequent items (MFI) and a vector holding support of candidates (STE). The search for frequent patterns is executed on these two structures, which is faster than accessing to the original database [14] .
In Fig. 2 , first phase of Matrix Apriori algorithm is demonstrated. For the example transactional dataset, support value is 2 (%50). Firstly, a database scan to determine frequent items is executed and a frequent items list is obtained. The list is in descending order. Following this, a second scan on database is executed. During the scan, MFI and STE are constructed as follows. Each transaction is read. If the transaction has any item that is in the frequent item list then it is represented as "1" and other-wise "0". This pattern is added as a row to MFI matrix and its occurrence is set to 1 in STE vector. While reading remaining transactions if the transaction is already included in MFI then in STE its occurrence is incremented. Otherwise it is added to MFI and its occurrence in STE is set to 1. After reading all transactions the MFI matrix is modified to speed up frequent pattern search. For each column of MFI, beginning from the first row, the value of a cell is set to the row number in which the item is "1". If there is not any "1" in remaining rows then the value of the cell is set to "1" which means down to the bottom of the matrix, no row contains this item (see Fig. 3 ). 
IV. CASE STUDY
In case study, publicly available yeast microarray dataset from [4] is analyzed. There are 173 experimental conditions and 6152 genes. Frequently over-expressed genes are found for given minimum support values. Firstly, dataset is transformed into appropriate format that developed Matrix Apriori mining software can process. The over-expressed genes are considered (like items purchased in market basket data) in order to obtain transactional dataset. In Fig. 5 , the structure of a simple dataset file can be seen. For each gene a number is assigned (6152 for our dataset) and between "BEGIN_DATA" and "END_DATA" microarray data is given. Each row represents the genes over-expressed in that experiment condition (173 for our dataset). Table 1 below displays the runtime (milliseconds), number of frequent patterns found for given minimum support. Results of frequent pattern mining will be useless if there is unmanageable number of patterns found. For 70% and 60% minimum support values, this situation occurs. The number of frequent patterns found is very high. It will be difficult to use these results for decision support. Time costs also reveal the difficulty of pattern mining in microarray data. Therefore results of 80% minimum support are given below in Table 2 . First column displays UIDs of frequently over-expressed genes. Second column displays support count and support percentage of frequent gene patterns. Third column gives functions of the genes (explanations are obtained from dataset file and give biological process, function/protein name) for the patterns found.
What can be inferred from patterns below is that the possibility of some genes being in same pathway is high. These genes are related and they will function at similar processes or over-expression of one affects one another. In conclusion, this work demonstrates frequent pattern mining application on yeast microarray data. In [15] Apriori algorithm is used for analysis of gene expression data. However, Matrix Apriori algorithm is shown to be faster than the popular Apriori and FP-Growth algorithms. Therefore, we used Matrix Apriori algorithm for data mining. Firstly, data is transformed into appropriate format and frequent pattern analysis is applied. Most frequent genes are defined in the case study. The applied approach for microarray data analysis will be helpful to molecular biologist for analyzing the microarray data and identify the candidate genes acting in same or related biological pathways. In this study, only over-expressed genes are analyzed and it would be nice future work to analyze association of under-expressed genes and also both under and over-expressed genes together. As a result of our study, we obtained some information in agreement with published results. As is known in literature, in increased stress conditions oxidative stress defense mechanisms are activated as a result of increased oxidative stress [16] . In our results three oxidative stress defense related genes are detected to be over-expressed in association with several genes. The obtained information seems more interesting when we consider this microarray data was obtained in stress treatment conditions.
